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McAfee Deployment Services
Comprehensive consulting services for a more successful
McAfee® product implementation
Welcome to the McAfee® team. You’ve made a significant investment, and it’s critical to
get your new solution successfully configured and deployed. By deploying McAfee best
practices, our global team of solution specialists help make your security rollout a success,
enabling you to lock in long-term advantages for both your IT environment and your
business. Together, we will ensure your outcomes match your objectives.
Deployment Drivers
■■

■■

■■
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Accelerate time-to-value: Scale the learning curve
associated with new technologies, and eliminate costly
fault-finding and remediation. By drawing on our
team’s accumulated product expertise, deployment
experience, and knowledge base of best practices,
you’ll accelerate product installation and integration.
Reduce implementation risk: When service interruptions
and brand reputation are at stake, you need to manage
your risks as intelligently as possible. By relying on our
experts, you can be sure that your infrastructure is fully
secured and system downtime is minimized.
Optimize your Investment: When your products are
configured for optimum performance, you achieve
optimal returns on your security investment. We help
you precisely tune your McAfee solution to prevent,
detect, and correct security threats. Leverage our
highly skilled team as an extension of your own.
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Worry-Free Implementations
Time is always a critical factor in realizing a return on
your security investments. How quickly can your new
solution become a critical asset in your overall security
program? Your team can certainly follow the instructions
in a product installation guide, but implementations
get exceedingly complex as you tailor a product to your
unique environment and business needs. It’s essential to
put the right resources in place to reduce risk and get a
worry-free implementation.
The McAfee Solution Services team consists of security
experts who offer a distinct combination of knowledge
and experience to accelerate time-to-protection,
reduce implementation risk, and optimize the return
on your security technology investment. By relying on
our expertise, you reduce the initial learning curve that
comes with new technologies. Our deployment packages
focus on the plan, design, and implementation phases of
your McAfee security solution investment.
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Plan Your Project

Design Your Solution

Whatever McAfee product you deploy, key stakeholders
across your organization need to be consulted and
engaged. With our consultants by your side, you’ll ensure
the right parties are participating in the process—
and addressing the right concerns. You’ll have the
confidence of knowing a proven methodology is being
executed to facilitate the implementation of your McAfee
security solution.

In this phase, we work together to review and confirm
the high-level design of your solution. This involves
mapping current and future state, and the action items
required to make the transition.
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Figure 1. McAfee Security Solution Services methodology.
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Implement for Success
Here we address your business and project objectives,
security requirements, solution integrations, supportrelated forms, security management processes, control
processes and backup—as well as recovery plans,
conflicts, and software updates. Best practices are
applied in relation to system architecture, network
architecture, port requirements, business continuity
planning, capacity planning, authentication, and user
roles and responsibilities.

The Power of Collective Knowledge
By relying on the McAfee Solution Services team, you
capitalize on the collective knowledge acquired through
implementations in all sectors, with thousands of
companies, over decades. Most importantly, you tap into
the expertise that’s gained every day in the ever-evolving
arena of security threats. You can feel confident relying
on our collective knowledge to measurably enhance
your deployment and reduce your risk.
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Learn More

We also help you:

McAfee Solution Services is the key to ensuring
your organization gets the most out of its McAfee
investments. We oﬀer customized services for
businesses of all sizes and in all industries, with even
the most complex system requirements. Our specialists
help your organization assess current policies, create
new programs that meet compliance goals, and cost
effectively prepare for security emergencies.

■■

Align business and security objectives

■■

Meet compliance requirements

■■

Achieve comprehensive planning and guidance

■■

Effectively maintain your McAfee security solutions

■■

Apply operational best practices

■■

Prepare for upgrades and migrations

Find out more at
https://www.mcafee.com/us/services.aspx.

2821 Mission College Boulevard
Santa Clara, CA 95054
888 847 8766
www.mcafee.com
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